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Letter from the Editor: An Art-Starved World
Chad Burchett, Editor in Chief
Every Christian should be an artist. Although many
Christians maintain that art is just not for them, their
world is immersed in art—some of which they contribute.
Intentionally or not, we all serve as constant collaborators
in a world of art. As Francis Schaeffer pens in his book Art
and the Bible, “All of us are engaged daily with works of
art, even if we are neither professional nor amateur artists.”
Whether we produce high art or popular art or just
contribute the art of a well-lived life and a well-spoken
tongue, we are all functional artists. Denying the arts
extinguishes a vibrant part of your identity and mission.
One of the primary ways believers can engage culture
is through art. Households that would not open their home
to a gospel presentation or a door-to-door evangelist may
welcome our art onto their walls or shelves. The same
people who recoil from a Bible may embrace our books,
watch our films, read our poetry, and admire our
photography. By our art we have the power to engage
thousands of lives which we may never interact with any
other way. Art is a stewardship—a powerful instrument of
cultural transformation that we can either intentionally
wield for the glory of God or wrongly choose to ignore or
misuse.
As stewards of art and ambassadors to the culture,
believers have been entrusted with an innate creativity
which impels us to find ways to make, magnify, and
multiply things around us. Like sea spray from the ocean,
our modest creativity emanates from the torrent of beauty
and originality: our Creator. However, this creativity can
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Catherine
Artist: Lauren Albury
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either be employed as an endowment from God to magnify
his glory unto all nations (all cultures) or be suppressed—
turned away from its rightful object and function.
Art is quite often the manifestation of culture in a
condensed form. Thus, a vital way we can create or
transform culture is through our art. Every piece of art—
however insignificant—will either serve as a corroborating
witness to culture that encourages the status quo or as a
countercultural influence that challenges its norms. As
those who desire to transform culture, we as believers
should be intentionally invested in the production of
carefully-crafted art. Although we should be active and
eager to generate art, we must never become indiscriminate
about the quality of our art. Schaeffer alludes to this truth
in Art and the Bible when he writes, “While creativity is a
good thing in itself, it does not mean that everything that
comes out of man’s creativity is good.”
Now some believers may suppose, then, that art is
only productive if it is explicitly theological. However, this
is not entirely true. Although good art can and oftentimes
should carry with it a theological message, all our art does
not need to be lavishly wrapped in theological tinsel. By
creating well-crafted art through a distinctively Christian
worldview, our art—whether crafted overtly or not—will
effectively communicate to and engage our audience.
Christians should contribute art beyond the walls of
distinctly religious spheres. The key for Christians is to
embrace the diversity of art and craft every acceptable form
of it masterfully, demonstrating awareness of creation, love
for neighbor, and delight in God.
Art is everywhere. And we are part of its world-wide
diffusion. Yet the world is starving for the meaning—the
beauty—behind it all. Ironically, many critics in the world
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may have a better eye for aesthetics and symmetry than
Christians often do, but we know what underlies it all. We
know what imbues every masterpiece with grandeur
because our souls have been awakened to true Beauty—to
true Reality. We know what underlies it all. Until our
delight in the en-fleshed Word makes all of creation ring
with his resplendence and all art redound with his beauty,
then we will never be able to lead the beauty-loving world
around us to the true Beauty and the true Meaning behind
it all. We are artists, and this is an art-starved world.

***
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Small Towns and Coffee Shops
3 place in the 2017 photo contest, by David Icasiano
rd
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Jaded
George Trudeau
Song
I know it’s wrong of me,
My history bears witness,
Every time I hear a song,
After hours of searching,
And searching,
And searching,
And searching,
I finally find the song,
The one that speaks to my soul,
The song that makes me want to love,
The song that makes me want to dance,
The song that makes me want to cry,
The one that will bring back the good times when I’m old,
And friend that will walk me through the bad times,
The companion who will go with me on late night car rides,
Turning off bright-lit city highways,
Onto roads of empty tobacco barns,
And abandoned convenient stores,
To find stars to gaze upon,
Playing each light like a note in a song,
And so I intimately listen,
And listen,
And listen,
And listen,
Trying to hold onto the happiness,
Even knowing that each time I listen,
The less I enjoy,
The faster the notes fade,
Soon enough beauty grows old and grey,
Finally giving up its ghost,
And the happiness I could have savored,
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With a little more temperance,
And a little less romance,
Slips through my fingers,
Into the night.
She
Every day she tells me she loves me,
And that I should say it more.
I reply.
Every time she kisses my lips,
Like they’re the only place she wants to be.
I lie.
Every time she tells me I am distant,
And I should be more vulnerable.
I try.
Every day she tells me she loves me,
And I should say it more.
But I don’t know why.
Eggs
Scrambled eggs are tasteless,
They feel like warm sponges,
Yet I make them again and again,
Believing they will be different,
Sometimes gleaning on good health,
So I scramble up new concoctions,
Like a MacBethian brew,
To cast a deceptive spell on myself,
Or to bring the Lazarus meal to life,
But alas it is not the eggs,
Yes truly it is never the eggs.
Chosen for its wry style, its rolling lines of fragmentation and its tripartite
depiction of visceral emotion, “Jaded” won first place in the fall 2016 SLAM
poetry contest.
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Transparency
Kean Riegel
Lo! A window! How it can provide joy from a view.
But alas, that window! Whose own joy resides in the
Rays of the Sun, bringing happiness and warmth.
Oh how it can seem invisible when the rays race –
Race on in ignorance…
To a wall, what utilities can it serve?
Security? Support? Cannot a window do likewise, and
more?
But sadly, with all its services, the window has no power –
No power to attract those rays.
It suffers as the warm rays carelessly pass through and
fixate on the wall.
Can the window do anything to help itself?
Respect and meekness are given to the powerful rays,
Hoping to receive even one photon in acknowledgment.
Are the rays just as ignorant to their own source of joy?
For the window can magnify the rays as they pass through
its layers.
Does the wall have depth? The rays cannot know,
Ricocheting unsuccessfully from the first layer.
The window has depth, but the rays – speeding so rapidly –
never take notice…
Oh, to feel the warmth and happiness!
To grasp that which can elude!
Chosen for its subtle image and emotional transparency, “Transparency” won
second place in the fall 2016 SLAM poetry contest.
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Drifting
Artist: Lauren Albury
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Praying for Resurrection
Courtney Thompson
In mid-winter
I am struck.
Dickinson’s “great pain”
is familiar to me now.
I know loss
and although you are not dead
it feels to me as if
you are.
I saw the light leave
your eyes.
I heard the change in
your voice.
So dead or alive, regardless,
it seems the same.
because either way,
you are absent from me.
Is this death worse?
Although I know
that somewhere on earth
you are walking around,
I am also aware
that your spirit is gone.
So what good is your body?
What good is the body?
If the spirit is dead?
Selected as much for its nimble shifts between double meanings as for its simple
enactment of a relatable complex of emotions, “Praying for Resurrection”
recently captured third place in the fall 2016 SLAM poetry contest.
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The Gift of True Sound
Drew Wilson
[I]
Do not wait to find the Sound, or else you will only
Hear the time running away from the sun
Leading into an endless, foggy sleep
Where Divine chords lay
Humming.
[II]
Why do you wait? The gift of true Sound
Carries the weight of the singing ocean
Showering the listener with questions
About a healthy, Holy
Sound.
[III]
The ability to hear the instrumental of the world is the
Privilege to be saved from heart strings that
Tug on distorted harmonies
Flying around broken
Souls.
[IV]
This Creation is throwing a melodic lifeline to the one who
truly
Grabs that gentle Message with calibrated ears
Siphoning musical truth from waters
Rolling over streets of
Gold.
[V]
Will you see where Sound comes from? Those who find
the Earth’s song
Prepare for notes that form the steps to an endless measure
Scaling the altar of the almighty Maestro as he
Directs gifted listeners to their infinite
Fermata
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Fall 2016 Script conteSt
Winner
We All Have Our Things
A Ten-Minute Drama
Taylor Oliver
Cast
Mr. FARLAND Jenkins, old man and Hartford resident
LILA Edwards, little girl
Mr. Henry MCGREGGOR
Ms. T
Mrs. EDWARDS, Lila’s mom
DARLA, Lila’s school friend
The stage is set in Bridgeport, Connecticut in October. The leaves
on the trees have changed into three different colors and the city
park is vibrant with people. Mr. Jenkins sits quietly on a bench in
the center of the park and carefully observes the passersby. He
searches around in his pocket for a cert when a little girl sits down
next to him to tie her shoe.
LILA [Mindlessly sits on the park bench. Aachoo! Sniffle]: Eyes
and ears and mouth and nose! Head shoul—Oops, sorry, sir.
My mother always says I sing too much, and too loud!
What is your name? Oh rats, Lila! My mom also told me
never to talk to strangers, but you don’t look scary. I think
it might be the white hair.
FARLAND [chuckles]: Don’t mind me Miss. You haven’t
bothered me at all. My name is Farland. Farland Jenkins. It
looks like you’ve got a difficult shoe there! Is everything all
right? Lila, is it?
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LILA: Yes sir, Lila. It’s just these Catholic School shoes are
so…uh!!
[She stretches the Velcro as far as it will go]
…so big they keep falling off my feet when I try to play.
My mom thinks Catholic Schools are the best school there
are, and that’s why I go there [still humming]. But I don’t
like Catholic School I like drawing. Mr. Farland, did you
ever go to Catholic School?
[Lila’s mother finds Lila sitting with Farland, and walks briskly
towards the bench in frustration]
FARLAND: Why no ma’—
MRS. EDWARDS: Lilaaa!! Come on, sweetie, it’s time to
go. What have I told you about talking to strangers!! I’m
sorry if she bothered you sir.
[firmly grabbing Lila’s backpack]
Let’s go, Lila.
FARLAND: Don’t you worry, ma’am, she’s a pleasant girl.
I hope you have better luck with those Catholic School
shoes, Miss Lila!
LILA: Hopefully I’ll see you tomorrow Mr. Farland!! [Lila
waves goodbye to Farland continuing to sing her jingle] Eyes and
ears and mouth and nose! Head, shoulders, knees and toes,
knees and toes!
Mr. McGreggor and Ms. T sit with Farland early one morning
for coffee and donuts. The sun is bright, and winter has quickly
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come about bringing white snow that covered every inch of the
park. Farland and Mr. McGreggor light their pipes while Ms. T
continues to weave her knitting needles.
MS. T: Farland, could you pass me another donut? Ouch!
[Spills coffee on her leg] That coffee is hot! Ouch!
FARLAND: Here Ms. T. Have a donut and a napkin!
MR. MCGREGGOR: Ms. T, are you still working on that
flower blanket for your granddaughter? I’m pretty sure
you’ve been working on that blanket since we met fifteen
years ago!!
MS. T [rolls her eyes and shakes her head]: Henry, don’t you
get me started now baby. We all know you have been
staring at the same baseball cards since you were a little
boy. Like you’re trying to raise them boys from the dead or
somethin’! We’ve all got our things [ahem]. We’ve all got
our things except for Farland who just stares at the
tweeting birds all day. Now go on with your coffee. It’s
getting cold.
MR. MCGREGGOR: That’s right! Farland stays occupied
by the silence of the park. He doesn’t need an occupation to
make the day go by, do ya sport?
FARLAND [fixated on the trees]: Tell me Henry, have you
ever noticed how those birds sing so beautiful in the
morning? And look, there’s a new nest! My, my, how those
birds are so pretty.
[Ms. T and Mr. McGreggor smile and shake their heads at
Farland. Mr. McGreggor woofing down another donut]
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MS. T: Farland, how many years ago was it again? Thirtyfive? Almost forty, right?
[Mr. McGreggor quietly stared at his donut with eyes so big they
might pop out of their sockets]
FARLAND: It will be forty tomorrow, Ms. T. Forty years.
My, oh my, yes. Forty years.
MR. MCGREGGOR: Say! Does anyone want another
donut? Here we’ve got six more! Come-on, Farland, have
another. [Grabbing his coffee cup] Here, here, have some
more coffee too! Mmm, Scabby makes the best coffee, I’ll
say.
MS. T: How ‘bout we go for a walk, boys? Walks are nice,
and we can see more birds too if you’d like, Farland?
FARLAND: No thanks Ms. T. I think I will hang around
for a while. You all go ahead.
MR. MCGREGGOR: Farland, we’ll be back in an hour or
so, and we’ll bring hot cocoa to ya!! [Pats Farland on the
shoulder again].
[Farland remains on the bench, and Ms. T, and Mr. McGreggor
walk along the snowy pathway and exit stage].
Lila enters the stage. She likes to play checkers and draw in the
park after school until her mom gets off of work at 5 o’clock. Ms.
T and Mr. McGreggor have gone home for the day, and Mr.
Farland is sitting on the same park bench watching the birds with
large, brown binoculars.
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LILA: Checkmate, Darla! Now it’s your turn! [Lila claps
loudly to the tune]. Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!!
DARLA: Aw man. Lila, how do you always win?!! [Darla
sighs and looks at her watch] Oh no, I’m going to be late for
dinner!! My parents don’t like me to be at the park too late
since it gets dark so early with that time goes backwards
thing. I’ll see you tomorrow? [Darla gathers the checkers and
board stuffing them into her backpack]
LILA: You will win tomorrow, Darla, don’t you worry.
Yes! I will see you here at 3’o clock. Bye, Darla!!
[Darla bounces her way through the playground and exits stage.
Lila hums Mary Poppins songs out loud and pulls out her drawing
pad and pencils]
LILA: The branches are too skinny. Branches, why must
you be so skinny? [sigh] I miss when you had green leaves
that made you fat and beautiful! Did the mean cold take
your leaves away? It’s okay I will draw them in for you.
[Scratch, scratch, scratch]
[A gust of wind blows Lila’s drawing away]
LILA: Oh no!!! My drawings!!
[She chases after her paper. Mr. Farland catches her drawing
with his feet]
FARLAND [His pipe dangling from the side of his mouth]:
Well hello there, Miss Lila! Is this your drawing?
LILA: [Lila puts her head down and nods to Farland, trying not
to look at him] Yes sir. That’s mine.
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FARLAND: It’s a beautiful drawing! Where did you learn
to draw like this? [He skeptically looks at the tree in front of
him] Except the trees are looking a little bare aren’t they,
Miss? [he chuckles]
LILA: [Pauses before responding and sits down on the bench]
Mr. Farland? The trees just look so skinny and sad this
time of year. I miss when they had leaves that filled up the
branches, ya know? Trees are my favorite to draw, and not
because they’re easy because let me tell you they are not
easy to draw. No sir, not easy at all! My teacher at school,
Ms. Finley says that drawing should only be done at home,
and that school is for learning and not drawing [Lila rolls
her eyes].
FARLAND: I believe you, Miss Lila. It takes a special eye
and mind to create a drawing. Do you have other drawings
in your book there?
LILA: Why yes, I do! [she scoots closer to Farland with her
drawing book open] Let me just show you! [Silence] Wait a
minute. Mr. Farland? I see you here every day after school
on this same park bench, in the same sweater, with the
same smoky thing that sticks out of your mouth. Do you
just really love the park?
FARLAND [Moves his pipe away from his mouth and twiddles
his thumbs]: It’s old news, Miss Lila. [Long pause] You see, I
had a little girl about your age. She was eight, years old
with long dark brown hair, just like yours. She loved
coming to watch the birds each day at this very park. She
always told me that one day she wanted to be a bird so that
she could fly high in the sky and go wherever she wanted to
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go. She loved playing outside and listening to the birds
sing. You see that house right there? The green one?
LILA [squinting]: Yeaa…I, I sure do. What’s so special
about that house?
FARLAND: That’s my house. And you see the swing on
the big tree out front? That was Sarah’s swing. She would
sit there each morning before we walked to school and
watch the birds circle the house and fly away into the sky.
[Farland reaches for his handkerchief from his back pocket to
wipe a tear from his eye]
LILA: Mr. Farland, where is Sarah? She can’t be eight
anymore?
FARLAND [takes a deep breath]: Miss Lila, sometimes
people get sick and they can’t get well. My Sarah is gone
now. She fought as hard as she could, but the sickness won.
I come here each day to watch the birds for Sarah. You
might have seen me with Mr. McGreggor and Ms. T. We
all have lost loved ones in our lives, and now we keep each
other company here at the park. We’ve got each other and
our “things” as Ms. T would say.
LILA [tears filled Lila’s eyes]: Mr. Farland, I—I am so sorry
about your daughter.
FARLAND: Oh Miss Lila, don’t you worry one bit. I went
through a time where I did not think I could live without
Sarah. She was my precious daughter whom I loved more
than anything, but coming here and watching the birds for
Sarah keeps me strong. I miss her deeply, and more than I
could explain, but I have hope that she is being taken care
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of, and that I will be taken care of, too. Don’t you cry Miss
Lila. [Farland smiles at Lila, and fiddles with his pipe]
LILA: Mr. Farland, I’m glad you’re not too sad anymore. I
don’t like when people are sad. You said something earlier
about things? What kind of things do you mean Mr.
Farland? Like toys?
FARLAND [chuckles]: Well, Lila, we all have our “things”
in life. Things that we hold on to, that we find joy in, that
we hope will come back to us, and even things that we
didn’t want to happen but we must learn how to hope
through them anyway. We’ve all got our “things” we must
encounter in life, and some of those are happy things, like
Sarah, these birds, or even those trees you have drawn
there. But some things in life, like Sarah’s death, or the loss
of a best friend are not so happy, but we must go through
them anyway.
LILA: I see, I see, Mr. Farland. [puzzled, Lila twists her mouth
as she thinks about Farland’s thoughts and she watches the birds
flutter in the sky] Say, Mr. Farland, do you think just maybe
we could share our things? You know, like your birds! We
can share the birds, Mr. Farland!
FARLAND [chuckles]: Well I think that is a great idea,
Miss Lila! Now show me these drawings you have here!
LILA: Okay! So this is the tree series [pointing using her
pencil]. This is an oak, [flips the page] and then a maple. Oh
and my favorite, a Cherry Blossom! Mr. Farland, I can start
a bird series too!
Lila and Farland continue looking through Lila’s drawings, and
the curtain closes.
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Grace
2nd place in the 2017 photo contest, by E. F. Abbot
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Winner oF the 2017
Baccalaureate colloquium
More than One Option: The Importance of
Considering an Old Earth
Jayson Rowe
Introduction
For many Christians, the idea that the earth may be
4.54 billion years old, or that the universe is about 13.73
billion years old is a frightening notion. Many Christians
have been taught their entire lives that the Bible teaches
that the earth is approximately 6,000 years old, and to
believe otherwise is unbiblical. Many Christian leaders
have taught that there are two options: a young earth or
atheism.
What will follow is a survey of current popular
theories of creation. It will be shown that the view of an old
earth is a scripturally sound option for evangelicals. Some
of the ways that advocates of a young earth explain what is
learned from science will be investigated, and the
importance of natural revelation in understanding
creationism will be considered. Next, some of the
hermeneutical approaches that advocates of an old earth use
to interpret the Biblical account of creation will be
reviewed. Finally, and most importantly, it will be shown
why it is critical for leaders in the local churches and
Christian schools to be informed and willing to discuss and
teach views other than Young Earth Creationism, even if
they do not adhere to those views themselves.
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Four Major Approaches to Creationism
There are four major approaches to the Biblical
creation account represented in the evangelical Christian
community today. The first, and likely most well known, is
Young Earth Creationism (YEC). YEC teaches a literal
account of six, twenty-four hour days in which God created
the universe, approximately 6000 years ago.1 Next is Old
Earth Creationism (OEC). Those who hold to OEC accept
scientific evidence of an ancient universe, and the big bang
theory, but do not accept Darwinian evolution. Proponents
of OEC hold to the belief that God created the universe in
stages over a period of billions of years. There are various
subcategories of OEC, which vary primarily in the
hermeneutical approach to the meaning of the days in the
Genesis creation account, but all agree that God
miraculously created Adam and Eve 60 to 100 thousand
years ago.2 Next, those who hold to Evolutionary Creationism
adhere not only to scientific evidence of an ancient
universe, but also accept Darwinian evolution, meaning
they believe that all life, including humans descended from
a common ancestor. As a result of this, most who adhere to
EC do not believe Adam and Eve to be literal persons.
There are, however some more conservative thinkers in the
EC movement that would affirm a historical Adam and
Eve, but argue they were hominids that were selected by

1
The leading representative group for YEC is the organization
Answers in Genesis and more info is available on their website:
http://www.answersingenesis.org.
2
The leading representative group for OEC is the organization
Reasons to Believe, and more information is available on their website:
http://www.reasons.org.
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God to let them be the federal headship of the human race.3
The fourth, and final group is the Intelligent Design (ID)
movement. According to Ken Keathley, “ID proponents
argue that an objective examination of the scientific
evidence alone (without an appeal to the Genesis account)
will lead an unbiased inquirer to the conclusion that design
by an Intelligent Being (i.e., God) makes an inference to
the best explanation.”4 Moreover, ID advocates feel that the
arguments around the age of the earth distract from the
bigger discussion, and as a result one can find both YEC
and OEC advocates within the ID movement.5
Young Earth Creationism and Science
One of the biggest challenges for those who adhere to a
young earth is how to reconcile science to the Biblical
account of creation. In some cases, an all out dismissal of
scientific orthodoxy may take place. One example of
someone who has a background in science yet still holds to
a YEC position is Paul Garner. One of the ways in which
Garner explains how what is observed in science
(specifically in geology) can be reconciled to the YEC view
of Genesis 1 and 2, is through the effects of the global flood.
Garner’s theory is that the flood came about as a result of
extreme plate tectonics. He believes in an original single
continent, and he feels that it is possible that a catastrophic
event—such as a comet or asteroid hitting the earth—could
3
The leading representative group for EC is the organization
BioLogos, and more information is available on their website:
http://www.biologos.org.
4
Kenneth Keathley and Mark Rooker, 40 Questions and Answers
about Creation and Evolution, (Grand Rapids: Kregel Academic, 2014), 1617.
5
The leading representative group for ID is the Discovery
Institute, and more info is available on their website:
http://www.discovery.org.
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have set the plates in motion. This extreme continental
drift along with other intense geologic activities would have
caused the global flood, and also would explain how aquatic
fossil deposits and oceanic sediment have been found very
far inland.6
On the other hand, some who adhere to a young earth
may reject scientific orthodoxy and interpret what science
understands through the lens of a 6000 year old creation.
Some believe that although the earth and the universe have
the appearance of being very old, it is in fact all an illusion.
In their view, God created the universe with the appearance
of age. The earth, they say, was created with fossil records,
sediment deposits and fossil fuels already intact and ready
to be discovered. There are heavenly bodies that are so far
away it would take thousands or millions of years for light
to reach earth. They really are far away, but according to
the appearance of age theory, the light has been visible from
earth since the very beginning as God created shafts of light
to earth.
Yet another theory is that the speed of light has
decayed over time, and there are others who interpret
Einstein’s theory of relativity in such a way that in an
“ordinary day as measured on earth, billions of years worth
of physical processes take place in the distant cosmos.”7
William Dembski feels that each of these approaches is
problematic. In regards to the appearance of age theory, he
6
Much more information on this topic and other related topics is
found in Paul Garner’s book, The New Creationism: Building Scientific
Theories on a Biblical Foundation (Evangelical Press, 2009), specifically
chapters 13-15. There is much more to his theories than extreme plate
tectonics, but space limits discussion of these.
7
D. Russell Humphreys, Starlight and Time: Solving the Puzzle of
Distant Starlight in a Young Universe (Green Forest, AR: Master Books,
1994), 37.
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commends the approach as not being a flat contradiction, as
“God in his omnipotence could presumably have done
things that way.”8 However, a world created with a
fictitious history lends itself to what could be interpreted as
a divine hoax—trickery unworthy of a holy God. Dembski
goes on to explain: “if human astronomers see what appears
to be a supernova exploding in a galaxy millions of lightyears away, [that] approach means that no supernova ever
exploded.”9 This would mean that astronomy is not about
seeing real stars and real events but rather seeing an illusion
created by God. On this topic Hugh Ross writes, “God’s
character must be kept in mind when developing a view on
creation’s timing…[for] created things to show a deceptive
appearance of age would violate God’s own stated character
and purpose.”10 It is important to have a high view of
Scripture, but at the same time it is equally important to
consider how God has revealed himself in the natural
world.
God uses both Scripture and natural revelation to
reveal his character and other truths. As the psalmist
writes, “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky
above proclaims his handiwork (Psalm 19:1 [ESV]).” One
must not forget that both Luther and Calvin considered
Copernicus to be a heretic. Not many within orthodox
Christianity today would hold to a geocentric view of the
universe, even though that is perhaps the most literal
reading of some passages of Scripture.11 It is right to believe,
8
William Dembski, The End of Christianity: Finding a Good God in
an Evil World (Nashville: B&H Academic, 2009), 66.
9

Ibid., 67.

10

Hugh Ross, A Matter of Days: Resolving a Creation Controversy, 1st
Edition, (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 2004), 86
11

See Joshua 10:12-14.
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for example that the sun and moon stood still in Joshua 10,
however it is not right to hold a geocentric view as a result.
There are some things one has to accept as fact, through
faith in God’s ultimate omnipotent power.
Old Earth Creationism and Scripture
If it can be said that those who adhere to YEC could
have trouble reconciling science to the Biblical account of
creation, it could also be said that those who adhere to OEC
could have trouble explaining the Biblical account while
still adhering to a doctrine of inerrancy and infallibility of
Scripture. There are five different theories within those
who adhere to OEC, and each of these primarily differ
based on hermeneutics: Gap Theory, Day-Age Theory,
Framework Theory, Temple Inauguration Theory, and the
Historical Creationism Theory.12
Old Testament scholar John Sailhamer presents a most
unique interpretation: Historical Creationism. Sailhamer
states that his goal is to “understand the meaning of
Genesis 1 and 2 as its original author intended it.”13
Sailhamer looks at the Hebrew word reshit which is
commonly translated as “beginning” in English
translations, and emphasizes that the word has a very
specific sense in scripture and “always refers to an
extended, yet indeterminate duration of time—not a specific
moment.”14 Like the gap theorists, Sailhamer feels that
12
There is not space to elaborate on each of these so only a couple
will be highlighted, but chapters 11-15 in 40 Questions and Answers about
Creation and Evolution by Keathley and Rooker cover each of these in
great depth and detail.
13

John Sailhamer, Genesis Unbound: A Provocative New Look at the
Creation Account 2nd Edition (Colorado Springs: Dawson Media, 2011),
Location 260 of 3348 Kindle.
14

Ibid., Location 260.
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there is no reason why “the beginning” could not have
contained billions of years. Sailhamer also explores the
meaning behind the Hebrew word eretz, as the “usual
meaning for eretz is simply ‘the land’ and not ‘the earth’ as
in most English translations.”15 Therefore, Sailhamer
associates this term with the Promised Land rather than the
planet earth. In sum, the lengths to which Sailhamer
explores the underlying text is commendable as is his
understanding of the significance of the Promised Land as a
critical part of God’s covenant with Abraham.
Another interesting theory for an old earth is the
Framework Theory. Mark Ross calls the framework
hypothesis “a view of Genesis 1:1-2:3 which claims that the
Bible’s use of the seven-day week in it’s narration of the
creation is a literary (theological) framework and is not
intended to indicate the chronology or duration of the acts
of creation.”16 Thus, the literary framework does not focus
on presenting a chronological sequential representation of
the days of creation, but rather focuses on presenting a nonsequential topical representation. According to Keathley,
there is a possibility that this approach “enables the reader
to appreciate the real theological message of the passage.”17
The framework is organized like this: days one, two and
three are days of forming, and days four, five and six are
days of filling, therefore creating a parallel construction.18
In the sense in which it is used in Genesis 2:2, the Hebrew
15

Sailhamer, Genesis Unbound, Location 505.

16

Mark Ross, “The Framework Hypothesis: An Interpretation of
Genesis 1:1-2:3,” in Did God Create in Six Days? Ed. Joseph A. Pipa, Jr. and
David W. Hall (Taylors, S.C.: Southern Presbyterian Press, 1999), 113.
17
18

Keathley, 40 Questions and Answers, 127

See Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Grand Raids:
Zondervan, 1994), 300-304
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verb shavath means that God ceased His creative activity on
the seventh day. God did not simply rest for 24 hours; God
rested from his creative activities and that rest remains.19
Although there is symmetry exhibited in the framework
presented, the most natural reading of the text is a literal,
chronological understanding of the events Moses writes
about.
These are summations of just two of the OEC views,
but all of the old earth theories are based on the Bible being
the inerrant word of God, and the scientific evidence in
nature being an accurate revelation from God. They all
show that both the Bible and nature can agree. There are
many things not specifically revealed in the Bible such as
dinosaurs, other planets, or other galaxies. The Bible is
selective in its account of God’s creative activities, yet
reveals with absolute certainty what is most important
about creation; God spoke, and all that was not God came
into being.
Young Earth, Old Earth and Apologetics: Why does this Matter?
It is imperative for the leaders of local congregations,
and administrators of Christian schools to understand and
be able to speak to each view of creationism. It is also
important for these same leaders to emphasize that these
debates and theories are secondary to the Gospel. Much
confusion has come from prominent leaders, some who
have even written books with inaccurate, incomplete
information about views other than YEC. There are some
who misrepresent OEC to their audience as though it goes
against the Gospel.20 There are four things that should
always be non-negotiable: God as creator, The Fall, Christ
19
20

See Psalm 95 and Hebrews 4

For example, see the discussion in Chapter 2 of John MacArthur,
The Battle for Beginning, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2005).
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as Redeemer, and Christ’s return to establish the new
heaven and new earth. Any theory considered should agree
with those four and be in agreement with Scripture.
Take for example a young Christian who goes off to
college, and for the first time deeply studies geology,
physics, and biology. They may now have a great internal
schism between their knowledge of spiritual things and
their newfound scientific understanding. Unless they have
been prepared, they may find that the scientific evidence is
too great and may now view the Bible as a flawed book.
They may suddenly sense that they have been mislead
about creation and begin to doubt their faith. Not only have
they only been taught one side of the creation debate, they
have not been trained on how to handle their faith being
challenged.
Therefore, it is vitally important for views other than
YEC to be taught as viable options in a non-biased, wellrounded manner—something that is not commonly done in
churches or Christian schools today. By equipping people—
young and old—with knowledge, they are better equipped
to approach Scripture prayerfully and form their own
conclusions. They will also be better able to defend their
own beliefs when others challenge them. Even if one does
not hold to an old earth view, it is helpful in apologetic
discussions and even personal evangelism to be able to
answer questions about God’s creation when talking to unchurched lost people. In a secondary matter such as this, it
is important to be able to respectfully consider biblically
sound positions other than what one holds to personally.
The OEC position is in harmony with both Scripture
and God’s natural revelation. While there are many good
arguments for YEC, and many people have developed
scientific theories based on observing the world around us,
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the OEC view stands firm as being consistently aligned
with all of God’s revelation. In closing, there are two
statements that no one can deny no matter what position he
or she holds: The universe appears to be very old, and the
universe appears to be very well designed.

Charged
Photographer: Caleb Rainey
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The Fight
Felix Berry
Based on a True Story.
My bed, like the soft rock it is, sits at the front of the
barracks under a window covered in dirt. A skinny man
with long shaggy hair comes trotting to the door with a
determined look on his face. After three solid knocks, I
open the door. The kid tries standing in attention, but he
does so with no discipline. I say nothing. He speaks like the
laugh of a hyena saying, “Hello sir! I am a reporter, and I
got word that you and your squad were about to go on a
mission.”
“That’s classified,” I say with a stern face.
The reporter pushes forward anyway and says, “I
know it is, but I need to know where you are going. If I get
this story I might get a promotion. Please!”
I glare at him and bluntly say, “For your safety go
home.”
The reporter turns and walks away abruptly with an
angry snort as I shut the door and sit down. I don’t
understand why these reporters keep pushing like this.
They know they can’t go on these missions. The sun’s
brother rises but quickly falls back to his slumber.
The jar of the Humvee is fortunately a quick one. We
suit up and I grab my rifle. Becoming a sniper was the most
difficult thing I had ever done, yet I would do it a thousand
times over. After grabbing the remainder of my equipment,
we head east. We are dropped off at a tree line two miles
from headquarters.
“The rest is on foot boys!” We exit the Humvee as the
echo from slamming doors ring in my ears. The road leads
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into a grey-green forest. The birds of the forest sing a
horrific melody. Another mile passes and I feel pressure
ease from my calf. The strap for my knife is loose, so I
kneel to tighten it.
The sound of a grenade hits me and I am thrown to the
side. Gunfire only lasts for a few seconds. I turn to look at
my squad—dead. The agony of one of my legless brothers
screams through the trees. I look into his eyes as he calls
my name.
***
My legs have never burned so much in my life.
However, the fire of my muscles soon become numb. I run
to the gates of the headquarters and men try taking my
friend from my arms. I don’t let them. I keep moving my
two-ton feet to the doctors. They set him on a gurney and
immediately turn to me.
“Sir, we need you over here! You are covered in
blood!” The medic’s eyes are like the wheels of tanks.
“I’m fine!” I cry out, “I just carried a man with no legs,
of course I am covered in blood!” The medics ask calmly to
take off my uniform—I comply—and to my surprise blood
is coming from five holes in my torso.
As I lay on a gurney I see my commanding officer rush
in. He asked me what happened. I know nothing; I don’t
remember anything. The only words my lips can mumble
is, “Ambush.” While the medic is putting the third shot of
morphine in my body, the reporter runs in with a camera.
Everyone’s attention goes from me to him as he says,
“They never made it.”
The Captain says, “What do you mean?”
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“Where they were going. I sent a wire to my network
and everything. I told them I was getting this story.”
The Captain’s face turns red, “In this wire did you
state where the place was?”
They don’t know I am still awake as I hear the
messenger of the devil say, “Yes.” I lunge from the bed and
plunge my fingers in his disgusting throat. Three men
come to pull me off, but I push them away as they are mere
children. His face is a precious purple, and his body
weakens. Finally, six men tear me from the swine and hold
me to the bed, strapping me in. The reporter utters a weak
scream, “I’m getting you court marshaled!”
The words hit the Captain in the face. He slams the
reporter to the wall saying, “Take this to court. Go ahead.
The court is going to look at everything! You gave
involuntary aid to the enemy with that wire, so the enemy
troops intercepted. Because they did so, our men are dead.
You killed these men.”
He lets the reporter go and the reporter runs out like a
fawn from a wolf. The Captain looks at me and says,
“You’re safe.” His saddened eyes leave the room. I lay my
head back and the doctors start talking. Their voices fade
into the darkness my eyelids conjure. My body becomes
heavy, and the numbness becomes a soft relaxation as I
slowly fall asleep.
***
The sound of my name begins to fade into the voices of the
enemy troops. My heart beat gets faster, and faster. There are
five grenades on my chest. Perimeter! I throw the grenades around
me. Showers of blood rain upon the forest. I hug my M16 to my
shoulder and begin to fire. I see three heads—they drop with three
bullets. The heads of the enemy move slowly—I move fast. Before
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any of them fully stand I have a bullet through their skull. The
clip empties. Changing mags is so smooth. Another clip empty,
and another. Out of ammo. My sniper rifle isn’t as heavy as
usual. The rifle is cold but soon becomes hot. The bolt never
sticks, and the rifle never jams. I reach for a clip, but they are
gone. I look to the ground where they all lay—empty. I hear men
running towards me. Before the rifle hits the ground my pistol is
in hand ready to fire.
Two men and four bullets. I assume the enemy has ran out of
bullets because more footsteps come. I unload in the direction and
some stop. I drop the pistol and unsheathe my knives. Two men,
two knives, and two thuds. My machete melts to my fingers. The
war cry of an enemy soldier is ceased by a thrust of my machete.
The soldier tries crying out but can’t because I pin him to a tree. I
grab a knife from a fallen soldier. With the enemy’s machete
lifted I took the opportunity and slid my knife through his chin.
His blood warms my hand and his body falls.
I hear my name again. I pick up my brother and run as fast
as I can back to headquarters.
***
I wake to the sound of multiple footsteps. The Captain
stands over me with bewildered eyes. I ask him what is
wrong.
“We went to the ambush sight and we recovered your
squad.” He’s so pale, “However, among them were 26 dead
enemy soldiers. We even found your machete pinning one
to a tree. Are you sure you don’t remember?”
I reply with complete honesty, “No sir. The blood is
all I remember—nothing more.”
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Rat Catcher
Stefanie Seay
Pretty much nobody gets their first job before they’re
eighteen and they definitely don’t get one with the ratcatcher, that’s for sure. But I guess if you don’t live out
west like I do, you might not think a rat catching job
sounds so great. Let me tell you—it’s the top, the very top.
If you’re in a Mechanical Operations family, you can’t do
better than landing a rat-catcher job. Dad was just a plain
janitor, the lowest of Mech Op, but he went to school with
a kid who went into rat catching, so when funds got tight at
home and I was getting close to my seventeenth year, he
pulled some strings and I went to work with Dave Pulley,
best rat-catcher in the entire Midwest.
I got to work early my first day and picked up coffee
for Mr. Pulley because it couldn’t hurt to brown-nose a
little, could it? After all, if this job didn’t work out, I was
stuck cleaning toilets the rest of my life like Dad.
At exactly eight o clock Mr. Pulley came charging out
of his office buildings to meet me by the white van with all
our equipment. “Got a puny one out wreaking havoc on
Mrs. Windlemyer’s chicken farm. Hop in.”
The words burst out of him in a machine-gun rattle as
he drove, hands high on top of the steering wheel, peering
out over it from under his pulled-down hat.
“Seen a rat before, Tom?”
“No sir.”
“They’re gorgeous.”
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“Sir?”
“Just call me Dave. You’ve seen the pictures, right?”
I had, and I already knew he wasn’t talking about grey
rodents that creep through sewers. Out west, our rats
look…different doesn’t quite do it justice. I shrugged.
“They’re like birds, right, sir? Big brown birds with
humanoid heads. Kind of de-evolved humans. Monkeys
with wings.”
He glanced at me, dark eyes bright under the cap.
“Monkeys with wings, eh? Listen, son, monkeys with
wings they may be, but if you ever meet one face to face,
you shut your eyes and pull the trigger on your spear-gun,
alright? Do it fast. They’re dumb, alright, don’t you doubt
it. A monkey’s probably got more brains. But to look at
‘em, well, let’s just say you got to keep reminding yourself
of the facts. Lotsa people wash out of this job. Softies. Let’s
go over the basics before we hit the ground, ok?”
Twenty minutes later I exited the van, dazed by the
high-speed orientation, my head abuzz with helpful
information about firing a spear-gun, tactics for taking on a
single rat, tips for staying clear of claws and talons, and
finalizing procedures once we’d cleared the infestation. I
was much too distracted to see the shadow skimming past
on the grass as I climbed out of the van.
Dave saw it, though, and, cursing, ran around to the
back of the van and started hauling out the spear gun bags.
“Get a move on, Tom! Darn woman swore to me it
didn’t start its raids till at least 10AM! No time for more
training! Get back here!” He shoved my spear gun into my
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hands. “You go down to the chicken coop—it likes coop 4A
best, she says, keep watch.” He threw me a radio. “Contact
me if you make sight. I’m going to go try to frighten it up
past you.”
I ran off down the hill, elated, my regulation grey
jumpsuit zip-zopping with my strides. I was out in the
clean morning air, about to take on a large and dangerous
prey, being part of a team—it just didn’t get any better. In a
moment of cheap ingratitude, I mentally thumbed my nose
at my father, who was probably about halfway through one
bathroom now with sixteen more to go.
When I reached the chicken coops, I slowed down, the
stench dampening my enthusiasm. The low white buildings
gleamed in the sunlight and the chickens milled around
each coop, bawking and clucking.
I ducked into the shade behind a utility building. Coop
4A was just over my right shoulder. I took a breath and was
about to go check it when I heard a noise—a noise not two
feet away from me, on the other side of the utility building.
Instantly every horror story I’d heard about rats
flooded my mind: pictures of men and women with huge
gashes all over their bodies from the razor sharp talons, that
baby that one of the rats stole and then dropped off a cliff,
the farmer who’d lost a leg after happening on one of them
unexpectedly. I shut my eyes. No. I had to do this. Rats or
toilets, I reminded myself. And I swung around the corner
of the building, spear gun at the ready.
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Even expecting her, I wasn’t expecting her. She was
standing right there at the edge I was standing at. We’d
practically been breathing the same air. We both froze.
The giant tawny wings were half unfolded from her
back. I knew the talons were there at the ends of her
feathered legs. I knew her hands curved into wicked claws.
But in the instant I turned that corner, I only saw
frightened hazel eyes set in the perfectly normal, human
face of a girl my age. She squeezed her eyes shut and
flinched back from me and I could hear her quick, shallow
breaths. Her nose, scrunched up, had freckles on it, and she
smelled of salt and wind and sunlight.
I still couldn’t move. She opened one eye, and then
both, anger replacing the fear. “Just do it!” She snapped.
That really put me off. They weren’t supposed to talk.
They weren’t supposed to understand. This was supposed
to be easy. I should be able to ram my spear into her heart.
Why wasn’t I?
When I didn’t move, she launched suddenly into the
air, pushing off my chest with her huge talons and
knocking me to the ground. Dust tornadoes stirred up by
her wings stung my eyes, and then she was gone, skimming
over the gleaming roofs. I stared down at the dusty,
unmistakable talon prints on my jumpsuit and nausea
stirred in my stomach. Scrambling to my feet, I ran after
her.
Dave met me halfway out of the chicken coops. I saw
him look at the front of my jumpsuit and, even worse, saw
the disappointed shake of his head. I was going to be
cleaning toilets my entire life. Up ahead of us, she was
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sailing through the air, each beat of her wings taking her
further and further.
“Do it!” Dave half turned to me, waving and pointing,
“Do it! Prove you can do it!”
It would be my last chance. I was a good shot, and
spear guns are built for long distance shooting. I put it to
my shoulder, sighted it. I saw her in my memory, the hazel
eyes, the freckles on her scrunched up nose—but I pushed
that away and thought about clogged toilets and smelly
bathrooms. I pulled the trigger.
It hit her wing, right up at the base. It wasn’t a mortal
wound, but it brought her down. When it hit her, she
screamed, wavering in the air, suddenly unstable. She
teetered, slipped sideways, and tumbled down to the earth.
There was a wet crunch as she hit.
Dave had stopped running. He gave a curt nod. “Good.
Broke her neck on impact. Should make things simpler.”
He thumped me on the shoulder. “Good job, boy. You
pulled through. Let’s go get the clipboards. Paperwork
never ends!”
A minute later we stood over the body. A wingtip
brushed against the thick leather of my boot making a
papery susurrus as the wind lifted and moved it. I clung to
the clipboard as if it could hold me up.
“She—” I started, with some confused idea about
explaining how I’d been so close to her without killing her.
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But Dave interrupted, still absorbed in scribbling down
facts on his own clipboard. “It. Don’t say he or she. It’s an
it.”
He continued writing for another few minutes then
dug the pen into the clipboard and faced me, fixing me with
his glittering eyes under his hat, “It doesn’t matter what
species it is or who it’s related to. If it harms someone’s
livelihood, it’s a pest. You’re an exterminator. You best
adjust to that. Unless you want to follow in your father’s
footsteps?”
I gulped and kept my eyes averted from the body on
the ground. A hearty halloo came to us from across the
lawn and a grey-haired woman in high-waist jeans came
trotting down the slope.
“You got it! Thank you very much, you can’t know
how much this means to me!” She shook both our hands.
“And don’t worry about evacuation—I’ve got my own
grinder here.”
Dave raised his eyebrows again. “Your own grinder?”
She nodded, hands on her hips, examining the rat with
the tip of her tongue stuck out thoughtfully.
“Oh yes. Well, actually it’s a wood chipper, but same
difference, right? I’ve done my research, and lo and behold,
chickens thrive on rat meat and bone. So, I thought, why
not?”
“Well, thanks, then. Saves me a trip to the
incinerator.” Dave shook hands with Mrs. Windlemyer,
collected the check, and moments later we were bumping
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down the gravel drive. I rolled down my window and let
the breeze blow my queasiness away. It was only a rat, after
all. I’d be more careful next time, keep the facts in mind.
And it was better than toilet scrubbing, wasn’t it? I heard
the grinder start up behind us.

***

Overhead
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Another City
Chad Burchett
I see the tinsel of Athens on the streets,
The lower city—
Bursting suites,
Crowds afoot,
Glee.
A city of pegboard and splintered nails,
Lines stapled shut—
Darkened rails,
Graffiti,
Smut.
A thousand gathered against one of different ties,
Night hiding star—
Dripping lies,
Smothering,
Tar.
Crushed through eternity’s cracks upon departure,
Lean nothingness—
Clean transfer,
Admission,
Bliss.
Silver sounds on a golden Jerusalem breeze,
A sweetened swell,
No dread to seize,
No egress,
Dwell.

